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Abstract

Defluorination of [18F]fallypride and accumulation of 18F in skull and glands leads to the contamination of brain structures with

spillover activity due to partial volume effects, leading to considerable errors in binding potential estimations. Here we propose a

modification of the simplified reference tissue model (SRTM) to take into account the contribution of skull activity to the radioactivity

kinetic pattern in cerebellum and target regions. It consists of the introduction of an additional parameter for each volume of interest

(sT) and one for the cerebellum (sR), corresponding to the fraction of skull activity contaminating these structures. Using five rat

positron emission tomography experiments, we applied the modified SRTM (SRTMc), which resulted in excellent fits. As a relative

means of comparison of results, we applied factor analysis (FA) to decompose dynamic data into images corresponding to brain and

skull activity. With the skull factor images, we estimated the ‘‘true’’ sT and sR values, ultimately permitting us to fix the sR value.

Parameters obtained with the SRTMc were closely correlated with values obtained from FA-corrected data. In conclusion, we

propose an efficient method for reliable quantification of dopamine D2/3 receptors with single-injection [18F]fallypride scans that is

potentially applicable to human studies where 18F skull accumulation compromises binding parameter estimation.

I N VIVO QUANTIFICATION of dopamine D2/3

receptors has been established as an important tool in

basic and clinical psychiatric research. [18F]Fallypride, a

highly selective dopamine D2/3 receptor radioligand, has

been widely employed in positron emission tomography

(PET) studies of dopaminergic neurotransmission. The

potential advantages of its use are its relatively long half-

life, its high affinity for both striatal and extrastriatal D2/3

receptors, and its sensitivity to amphetamine-induced

dopamine release.1–3 Recent advances in small-animal PET

imaging have also permitted in vivo quantification of

dopamine D2/3 receptors in the context of translational

psychiatric research studies in rodents.4–6

Nevertheless, the feasibility of reliable D2/3 receptor

quantification in rodent [18F]fallypride PET studies is

limited by a major drawback, which is the spillover activity

contamination from the skull and glands. Indeed,

defluorination of [18F]fallypride after its injection allows
18F to be rapidly accumulated in the skull and glands.

Particularly concerning translational PET neuroimaging,

given the limited spatial resolution of small-animal PET

scanners and the small size of rodent brain, partial volume

effect is relatively large in the rodent cerebral structures

under study. These structures are contaminated by the

activity due to 18F accumulation in adjacent skull and

glands (spillover effect).7 Spillover activity contamination

impairs reliable quantification of D2/3 receptors, notably

with the use of reference tissue models.8–10 The reason for

this is that the reference region, cerebellum, is one of the

most affected.5

Partial volume effect correction (PVC) is possible with

the application of an algorithm that requires anatomic

information from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)11

for accurate coregistration of PET and MRI data and tissue

segmentation. However, individual MRIs are not always
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available in small-animal imaging studies. On the other

hand, PVC methods that require no anatomic MRI data

have been described in human PET studies, but their

validity in the case of small-animal PET has not been

established.12 Alternatively, correction of contamination

from spillover activity in skull and glands is possible with

the application of factor analysis (FA). FA enables

decomposition of the signal contained in a series of

dynamic images into a few elementary components, among

which is the signal due to spillover contamination, which

can then be removed. Previously, FA has been employed for

the correction of spillover activity contamination in a rat

[18F]fallypride imaging study.5 However, a complex and

time-consuming multi-injection experimental protocol

with at least a displacement procedure and a total duration

of 360 minutes is required to allow biological identification

of the components calculated by FA.

Another alternative approach for the correction of

spillover activity contamination is the inclusion of spillover

correction directly in the compartmental model that is used

to fit kinetic PET data.13 In this article, we adopt this

principle to introduce a modified version of the simplified

reference tissue model (SRTM),8,10 that includes parameters

for the correction of spillover effects for both volumes of

interest (VOI) and reference region directly on raw, single-

injection PET images. FA correction of multi-injection data

was used in parallel to validate our approach.

Materials and Methods

Animal Preparation

Five male Sprague-Dawley rats (Janvier Laboratories, Le

Genet-St-Isle, France) weighing 370 to 400 g were used.

PET scanning was performed under isoflurane anesthesia

(4% for induction, 2.5% for maintenance). Under

anesthesia, a 24-gauge catheter was inserted in the tail

vein for radioactive tracer injection. Body temperature was

maintained at 37 6 1uC by means of a thermostatically

controlled heating blanket. All experimental procedures

were performed in accordance with Swiss federal law on

animal care under a protocol approved by the Ethical

Committee on Animal Experimentation of the Canton of

Geneva, Switzerland.

Experimental Protocol

In the present study, we employed [18F]fallypride (four rats)

and [18F]sodium fluoride (hereafter [18F]fluoride) (one rat)

multi-injection images from another study published by our

group.5 [18F]Fallypride and [18F]fluoride were obtained

from Advanced Accelerator Applications (Thoiry, France).

A YAP-(S)PET (ISE, Pisa, Italy) small-animal scanner was

employed.14 Radiotracer was injected over a 1-minute

period at a constant volume (0.6 mL) in doses that are

presented in Table 1, with an average specific activity (SA)

of 118.20 GBq/mmol (injection 1). Injection 2 was

performed at 180 minutes, including a mixture of both

labeled and unlabeled fallypride (thus a lower SA). Injection

3 was performed at 240 minutes, including only unlabeled

fallypride. To demonstrate the effect of pure [18F]fluoride

accumulation in skull and glands on brain activity

measurement, one rat was imaged using the same protocol

as above after injection of [18F]fluoride instead of

[18F]fallypride. Dynamic, three-dimensional mode acquisi-

tion scans of 360 minutes started immediately after injection

of radiotracer with the following protocol: 4 3 0.5 minutes;

3 3 1 minute; 11 3 5 minutes; 12 3 10 minutes; 4 3

Table 1. Numerical Values of the YAP-(S)PET Protocol Parameters Corresponding to the Five Experiments

Rat Duration (min)
Injection 1 Injection 2 Injection 3

SA* Activity/Mass{ Activity/Mass{ Mass{ Mass{

1 360 53.03 43.2/0.295 47.5/0.325 2.00 200.00

2 360 132.96 33.0/0.090 42.7/0.116 2.10 210.00

3 360 169.58 40.2/0.086 46.7/0.099 2.45 245.00

4 360 117.2 38.7/0.120 38.7/0.120 5.00 250.00

5 360 — 5.9/— 6.6/— 5.00 250.00

SA 5 specific activity.

Experiments 1–4: [18F]fallypride; experiment 5: [18F]fluoride.

*SA (GBq/mmol) of [18F]fallypride at the time of injection. In rat 5, which was injected with [18F]fluoride, no SA is defined.
{Activity/mass (MBq/mg) of [18F]fallypride or [18F]fluoride at the time of injection. In rat 5, only the activity of [18F]fluoride and not mass is given. For

injection 2, which consists of a mixture of labeled and unlabeled fallypride (rats 1–4) and [18F]fluoride (rat 5), the Activity/Mass column corresponds to the

labeled molecule.
{Mass of unlabeled molecule (mg). For injection 2, the Mass column refers to the unlabeled molecule.
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0.5 minutes; 3 3 1 minute; 11 3 5 minutes; 4 3

0.5 minutes; 3 3 1 minute; 11 3 5 minutes; 6 3 10 minutes.

PET images were reconstructed with a two-dimensional

expectation maximization algorithm with single-slice

rebinning (50 iterations). The resulting voxel size was

0.5 3 0.5 3 2 mm3. No postfiltering was applied. Data

were corrected for dead time, radioisotope decay, and

random counts. No corrections were made for attenuation

or scatter.14 The dynamic PET images were first averaged

over time frames between 120 and 180 minutes to enhance

visualization of the various structures. These images were

manually coregistered to a rat MRI and VOI template15

that was implemented in PMOD software version 3.4

(PMOD Technologies Ltd, Zurich, Switzerland), and the

coregistration parameters were employed for dynamic

image coregistration. Subsequently, PET images coregis-

tered to the MRI template were used for FA as described

below. Time-activity curves (TACs) were generated from

VOI in raw and FA-processed dynamic images. We studied

16 different VOI bilaterally and the gray matter in both

hemispheres of the cerebellum as a reference region. The

VOI were nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus–putamen,

cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, motor cortex,

orbitofrontal cortex, somatosensory cortex, visual cortex,

anterior-dorsal hippocampus, posterior hippocampus,

hypothalamus, superior colliculus, midbrain, ventral teg-

mental area, inferior colliculus, and thalamus.

FA of dynamic images was performed using Pixies

software (Apteryx, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France) on the

[18F]fallypride PET images of a multi-injection protocol

described in previous work by our group.5 The reason we

followed a multi-injection approach in a study on a

reference tissue model is that multi-injection images are

necessary for FA application for decomposition of dynamic

data into components with distinct biological significance.

Then image frames corrected for spillover contamination by

means of FA corresponding to the first injection (ie, the first

180 minutes) were employed to obtain non-displaceable

binding potential (BPND) values with the SRTM that

provided a means of comparison of the results of the

approach we present in this article, which is also performed

on images corresponding to the first injection. FA makes the

distinct components of a dynamic image more distinguish-

able. Briefly, it decomposes the signal in a series of dynamic

images into a few elementary components16 and sum-

marizes dynamic images into a finite set of curves (K)

termed factors, fk, and their associated structures, termed

factor images, ak, which represent the spatial distribution of

the factors fk. The original signal Si(t) associated with pixel i

and time t (trixel) can then be expressed through a linear

combination of K factors, fk, weighted by K structures, ak,

using the following relation:

Si tð Þ~
XK

k~1
ak ið Þfk tð Þzei tð Þ ð1Þ

where ei(t) represents the error term for each pixel i at time

t, including both noise and modeling errors. It is the

remaining part of the image that is not modeled by the

factors and structures.

We demonstrated in a previous work on [18F]fallypride

that the PET signal measured in rat brain was summarized

with the first three orthogonal factors using a positivity

constraint on all factors and ‘‘an increasing function’’ on one

of the three factors corresponding to 18F skull and gland

accumulation.5 These factors (ie, curves) and the correspond-

ing factor images were computed using the FA algorithm.

Factor 1 was identified as the specific binding, factor 2 as the

free + nonspecific binding, and factor 3 as the skull

accumulation. Three individual dynamic images correspond-

ing to free + nonspecific (imagefreeznonspe tð Þ), specific

(imagespe tð Þ), and skull accumulation (imageskull tð Þ) can be

reconstructed using the FA algorithm.

Consequently, if we consider the modeling error ei(t) as

negligible, the apparent PET image image
app
PET tð Þ can be

defined as the sum of the three reconstructed dynamic

images, the first two of which, when summed, give the image

that is free of spillover contamination (FA-corrected image):

image
app
PET tð Þ~imagefreeznonspe tð Þ

zimagespe tð Þzimageskull tð Þ
ð2Þ

Modified SRTM for Spillover Activity Correction

The time course of radioactivity concentration CPET tð Þ in

a given voxel or VOI, as measured by PET, could be

described as follows:

CPET tð Þ~Cfreeznonspe tð ÞzCspe tð Þ ð3Þ

where Cfreeznonspe tð Þ is the concentration of free ligand and

nonspecific binding and Cspe tð Þ is the concentration of

specific binding.

In the context of the SRTM,8,10 we can equally write

CPET tð Þ~SRTM R1,k2,BP,Cr tð Þð Þ ð4Þ

and

CPET tð Þ~R1Cr tð Þz

k2{R1k2= 1zBPð Þ½ �Cr tð Þ6e{k2t= 1zBPð Þ
ð5Þ
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with the influx and efflux defined by one–tissue compart-

ment models for the tissue VOI (K1 and k2) and for the

reference (K ’1 and k’2). R1 5 K1/K91 is the relative delivery.

Cr tð Þ is the concentration in the reference region.

Given that the activity observed in each VOI of the rat

brain is contaminated by spillover activity to an extent

related to its proximity to extracerebral structures, we

delineated a VOI in the skull surrounding the brain to

extract a skull TAC, using images of averaged activity

between 120 and 180 minutes, where the skull activity is

more prominent. This VOI included the ‘‘peak skull’’ voxels

that contained . 95% of the maximal activity in the skull.13

Then apparent TACs extracted from each VOI C
app
PET tð Þ of

dynamic images can be expressed as the sum of the ‘‘true’’

activity in the VOI CPET tð Þ and a fraction of the activity in

the skull TAC (sT * CVOI{Skull tð Þ), where sT is a

dimensionless fraction that takes higher values for struc-

tures in close proximity to skull and glands and vice versa:

C
app
PET tð Þ~CPET tð ÞzSTCVOI-Skull tð Þ ð6Þ

Activity in cerebellum Capp
r tð Þ, which in [18F]fallypride

experiments serves as the reference region, is expressed in a

similar manner as the sum of the ‘‘true’’ activity Cr tð Þ and

the corresponding activity due to partial volume effects

SRCVOI{Skull tð Þ (here the contamination fraction is named

sR):

Capp
r tð Þ~Cr tð ÞzSRCVOI{Skull tð Þ ð7Þ

So, by combining equations 5, 6, and 7, the modified

simplified reference tissue model (SRTMc) equation, with

sT and sR fitted along with the other parameters, can be

expressed as follows:

C
app
PET tð Þ~R1 Capp

r tð Þ{SRCVOI{Skull tð Þ
� �

z k2{R1k2= 1zBPð Þ½ � Capp
r tð Þ{SRCVOI{Skull tð Þ

� �

6e{k2t= 1zBPð ÞzST CVOI{Skull tð Þ

ð8Þ

In addition, from equations 3 and 5, sT is given by the

following equation:

ST tð Þ~
C

app
PET tð Þ{ Cfreeznon{spe tð ÞzCSpecific tð Þ

� �

CVOI{Skull tð Þ ð9Þ

Estimation of s Parameters

We also estimated the sT and sR fractions in each

experimental subject using the FA-derived images.

According to equations 2 and 9, we can define an sT

fraction image (or sR for the value corresponding to

cerebellum) as follows:

imageST
tð Þ~

image
app
PET tð Þ{ imagefreeznonspe tð Þzimagespe tð Þ

� �

CVOI{Skull tð Þ
ð10Þ

or

imageST
tð Þ~ imageskull tð Þ

CVOI{Skull tð Þ ð11Þ

Simulation Study

A simulation study was performed to determine the

identifiability of SRTMc parameters and evaluate the

reliability of SRTMc to estimate BPND for various

simulated degrees of spillover contamination of VOI and

reference region. Free-of-noise TACs corresponding to the

32 VOI were generated from the real FA-corrected data of

rat 2 using PMOD software. Model curves obtained after

fitting FA-corrected data with the SRTM were extracted

and used as TACs for further processing. As model curves,

these TACs present perfect fits of the SRTM. In addition,

as they correspond to FA-corrected data, they have no

spillover contamination. Based on equation 8 and using

PMOD, these TACs were modified to simulate spillover

contamination corresponding to various values of sT (for

the 32 VOI) and sR (for the cerebellum), ranging from 0.05

to 0.30, with 0.05 increments. The skull TAC extracted

from the raw image of this particular rat was employed to

perform these simulations.

SRTMc was subsequently applied to all 32 VOI. Twenty

random Marquardt fits were used in each TAC. To evaluate

the identifiability of the parameters of the SRTMc, their

correlation matrix was generated after fitting the TACs to

the model from the various VOIs in PMOD.17 Alternatively,

the SRTMc was also applied with the following configura-

tion: sR was fixed to the mean value of the four rats obtained

as described above. For all combinations of sT and sR,

the BPND values obtained were then compared to the

corresponding values from the SRTM application to the FA-

corrected data of this particular rat. Similarly, the SRTMc-

derived sT values were compared to the ‘‘true’’ ones, that is,

the values that were used to simulate the TACs. This aimed

at the evaluation of any possible bias induced by the

SRTMc, especially when it was applied with a fixed sR value,

taking the difference between the ‘‘true’’ and the fixed sR

value into account.
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Data Analysis

Kinetic analysis for binding potential (BPND)18 estimation

in raw images was performed in PMOD software where the

SRTMc was implemented with an additional module that

used nonlinear fitting.8 This modified version of the SRTM

requires fitting two parameters more than for the SRTM, sT

and sR, which correspond to the degree of spillover activity

contamination of VOI and the reference region, respec-

tively. Three parameters are fitted in the original SRTM: R1,

which is the ratio of tracer delivery to VOI (K1), and

reference region (K91) k2 and k92, which are the efflux rate

constants from the VOI and reference region, respectively.8

The SRTM was also applied for the estimation of BPND from

FA-corrected images corresponding to the first injection (ie,

the first 180 minutes)5 to provide a means of evaluating the

results obtained with the SRTMc.

Images of binding parameters were also created using

the pixel-wise modeling tool (PXMOD) in the PMOD

software,19 where an additional module for the SRTMc

was also implemented using the basis function method for

fitting.20 PXMOD requires a preprocessing stage, that is,

performing preliminary calculations such as derivation of

initial parameters for the pixel-wise fits. For the SRTMc

application, a TAC from a high binding VOI (caudate

nucleus–putamen) is fitted using the cerebellum as a

reference and the ‘‘spillover’’ accumulation TAC, deli-

neated as described above. After preprocessing, pixel-wise

calculations of BPND were performed. To evaluate the

robustness of pixel-wise parameter estimation, the VOI

template of the Schiffer atlas15 was used to extract regional

BPND values from parametric images, which were then

compared to values obtained from VOI analysis.

Furthermore, we evaluated the minimum duration of

scanning required to obtain stable binding parameters. For

this reason, the SRTMc was applied on TACs from all VOI

over various durations of acquisition starting from the

maximal duration (180 minutes) and removing frames of

acquisition by 10-minute decrements. For each VOI, we

computed the ratio of the BPND value for a given scan

duration to the value corresponding to the maximal

duration. An estimation was considered stable in a VOI if

the average ratio across all four rats was between 0.95 and

1.05 (ie, within 5% of the value corresponding to 180

minutes) and the standard error was , 10%.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with XLSTAT software

(Addinsoft, NY). Using a Bland-Altman plot and linear

regression analysis, we determined whether BPND, R1, and

sT values obtained with the SRTMc from raw images were in

agreement with those obtained from FA-corrected images.

Similarly, to further evaluate how well BPND values obtained

with the SRTMc from raw images and the SRTM from FA-

corrected images correlated, we used regression analysis to

compare the results in each VOI independently. Similarly,

we tested whether BPND values obtained with pixel-wise

application of the SRTMc correlated with the corresponding

values from VOI analysis. Differences in BPND values and in

the values of the Akaike information criterion (AIC), a

measure of the quality of model fitting to data, obtained for

the SRTMc in raw and the SRTM in FA-corrected data were

assessed using the paired-samples Student t-test. The

significance level was set at p 5 .05.

Results

[18F]Fallypride and [18F]Fluoride Brain Distribution
and TACs

Figure 1 shows an example of PET images, averaged over

120 to 180 minutes postinjection, coregistered to the MRI

atlas in the coronal, sagittal, and horizontal planes. VOI

were drawn on a rat MRI template implemented in PMOD

software. The VOI that corresponds to the spillover

activity by the accumulation of [18F]fluoride in the skull

for this experimental subject is included.

Representative TACs extracted from raw and FA-

corrected [18F]fallypride images and the [18F]fluoride image

are presented in Figure 1 (E–G). In rats injected with

[18F]fallypride, rapid accumulation of the tracer is observed

in all brain structures, followed by a variable clearance rate.

Raw images present slow accumulation radioactivity in the

skull and glands. As a result, TACs generated from raw

images are biased by the spillover activity, an effect mainly

observed in later time points corresponding to tracer

clearance from brain tissue. In TACs from the FA-corrected

image of the same rat, the spillover activity effect is absent

and there is an activity decrease pattern in all VOI. Finally,

TACs extracted from VOI of the [18F]fluoride image

corresponding to the skull accumulation of [18F]fluoride

present a slow uptake (as a result of contamination from

spillover activity) in all regions. VOI that are closer to the

skull and glands (such as the nucleus accumbens, medial

prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, motor cortex, caudate

nucleus–putamen, and cerebellum) are predominantly

affected. Others, such as the cingulate cortex and somato-

sensory cortex, show a moderate level of contamination from

spillover activity, whereas the rest of the VOI are less affected.

A Modified SRTM for D2/3 Receptor Quantification 5



Parameter Estimation from FA

The dynamic images of correction parameters (s) for each

VOI were estimated using the FA-derived images and

equation 11. This analysis revealed a temporal stability of s

parameters, which are shown in Table 2. They range from

0.026 6 0.014 in the superior colliculus (mean and

standard deviations of the values in bilateral VOI across

four rats) to 0.386 6 0.067 in the nucleus accumbens. The

s parameter in cerebellum shows little variability across

different rats and takes a mean value of 0.214 6 0.016

(ranging from 0.194 to 0.233).

Simulation Study

We generated noise-free TACs for all 32 VOI and

cerebellum, with various levels of simulated spillover

activity contamination, that is, sT and sR parameters. The

SRTMc in its original configuration requires fitting two

Figure 1. A, Representative magnetic resonance image (coronal, sagittal, and axial planes, respectively) with volumes of interest (VOI) used in our
study. Averaged PET raw (B), factor analysis (FA)-corrected (C), and [18F]fluoride (D) images obtained between 120 and 180 minutes
postinjection 1. Representative time-activity curves obtained from (E) raw, FA-corrected (F) data, and [18F]fluoride images (G). The skull VOI of
this particular rat is delineated on the averaged PET image of B.
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parameters more than the SRTM, that is, a total of five

parameters. Parameter estimation was not possible for any

of the VOI with this configuration. Indeed, the correlation

matrix of SRTMc parameters (generated in PMOD)

revealed a high correlation (with r values close to unity

for all VOIs) between sT, sR, and R1; thus, no further

analysis was performed using this configuration. Hence,

we tested alternative approaches to simplify the model and

enhance the identifiability of the parameters. We examined

whether fixing the sR value, which is common for the

application of the SRTMc in all VOI, and fitting the sT

could provide a more robust parameter estimation. The

sR parameter for each rat was obtained above (see

Parameter Estimation from FA). For simplicity reasons, a

value of 0.2 was fixed and, along with a fitted sT, was used

for further application of the SRTMc.

Next, we evaluated the robustness of kinetic parameter

estimation with the SRTMc application using a fixed sR and

fitting sT. Application of the SRTMc introduces no bias in

parameter estimation when the fixed sR value is identical to

the ‘‘true’’ one (Figure 2). A small bias (marked as a

percentage on lines of Figure 2) in BPND and values is

produced when the fixed sR value for the application of the

SRTMc differs from the ‘‘true’’ one. This bias is more

prominent as the difference between the fixed sR (0.2 in

these simulation) and the ‘‘true’’ sR augments, up to 13%

for high- (eg, 10% for nucleus accumbens and 13% for

caudate nucleus–putamen) and less for low-BPND VOI (eg,

5% for the ventral tegmental area and 3% for the superior

colliculus). For a given level of reference tissue contamina-

tion from spillover activity (simulated sR value), the bias is

independent of the level of VOI contamination (simulated

sT value). Figure 3 presents the difference between the

‘‘true’’ and the fitted sT value with respect to the application

of the SRTMc with a fixed sR value (at 0.2) for different

levels of ‘‘true’’ sR. When the fixed sR differs from the ‘‘true’’

one, fitted sT differs accordingly from the ‘‘true’’ one; thus,

the bias in BPND estimation remains small.

Binding Potential Estimations and Parametric Images

BPND values were obtained with the SRTMc in raw images

and the SRTM in FA-corrected images. For the SRTMc, we

used the same configuration as in the simulation study (see

above), that is, fixing the sR parameter to the mean value

across the four rats and fitting sT. The SRTMc presents

very good fits, especially compared to SRTM when applied

on raw data (Figure 4). Equally, the SRTM application on

Table 2. Mean and Standard Deviations of Parameter Estimates Obtained from Four Experimental Subjects

VOI* BPND-c
{ 6 SD BPND-FA

{ 6 SD R1
1 6SD sT

I 6 SD sT
" 6 SD

Nucleus accumbens 1.989 1.025 2.417 1.096 1.040 0.241 0.414 0.019 0.386 0.067

Caudate nucleus–putamen 3.331 1.624 3.857 1.732 1.235 0.315 0.349 0.021 0.331 0.122

Cingulate cortex 0.828 0.590 1.130 0.532 1.266 0.404 0.210 0.024 0.161 0.051

Medial prefrontal cortex 1.358 0.729 1.509 0.677 1.399 0.356 0.226 0.016 0.185 0.059

Motor cortex 0.419 0.423 0.826 0.479 1.001 0.311 0.262 0.025 0.220 0.033

Orbitofrontal cortex 0.932 0.580 1.206 0.620 1.077 0.268 0.292 0.022 0.245 0.053

Somatosensory cortex 0.757 0.595 1.197 0.578 1.029 0.213 0.285 0.025 0.253 0.042

Visual cortex 0.220 0.274 0.171 0.165 0.776 0.329 0.185 0.011 0.183 0.030

Anterior-dorsal hippocampus 0.839 0.452 0.825 0.230 1.305 0.268 0.142 0.018 0.111 0.023

Posterior hippocampus 0.729 0.381 0.721 0.236 1.185 0.288 0.201 0.012 0.192 0.031

Hypothalamus 1.230 0.517 1.214 0.444 1.160 0.262 0.283 0.033 0.262 0.066

Superior colliculus 1.373 0.518 0.914 0.229 1.413 0.187 0.046 0.031 0.026 0.014

Midbrain 1.280 0.468 0.904 0.220 1.328 0.209 0.094 0.016 0.073 0.018

Ventral tegmental area 1.173 0.458 0.916 0.240 1.208 0.220 0.167 0.011 0.152 0.035

Inferior colliculus 1.155 0.321 0.785 0.118 1.379 0.175 0.074 0.025 0.059 0.013

Thalamus 1.531 0.633 1.521 0.406 1.389 0.328 0.168 0.017 0.120 0.066

VOI 5 volume of interest.

*Values refer to the mean of both left and right VOI.
{BPND-c (mL/mL) estimated with the modified simplified reference tissue model (SRTMc) in raw data.
{BPND-FA (mL/mL) estimated with the simplified reference tissue model in factor analysis (FA)-corrected data.
1R1 parameter obtained from SRTMc application in raw data.
IsT parameter obtained from SRTMc application in raw data.
"sT parameter estimated from factor analysis–derived images.
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FA-corrected data presents good fits. The SRTMc applica-

tion on raw data is associated with significantly lower

mean AIC values across all rats (628.87 for the SRTMc in

raw images compared to 637.19 for the SRTM in FA-

corrected images, p , .0001). The BPND values obtained

with the SRTMc in raw images highly correlate with values

obtained with the SRTM in FA-corrected images (r 5 .924,

p , .0001, Figure 5A) and a Bland-Altman plot reveals no

relative systematic bias between these methods (Figure 5B),

whereas differences in values obtained with the two

methods follow a normal distribution pattern (data not

shown). The R1 values obtained with these models are

equally well correlated (r 5 .871, p , .0001, Figure 6).

Similarly, sT parameters fitted with the SRTMc took values

in good agreement with the values obtained using FA-

derived images (r 5 .893, p , .0001, Figure 7). The mean

parameters for the four experimental subjects are presented

in Table 2. Regression analysis of the BPND values obtained

with the SRTMc in raw images and the SRTM in FA-

corrected images in each VOI also revealed high correla-

tions. The regression equations and the correlation

coefficients are presented in Table 3.

Parametric images of BPND-c with SRTMc in raw data

were generated in PMOD software (Figure 8). BPND-c

values obtained by pixel-wise application of the SRTMc

were in agreement with the corresponding values obtained

with VOI analysis (r 5 .970, p , .0001, data not shown).

Regarding the minimal scan duration required to obtain

stable BPND parameters, 160 minutes is sufficient to obtain

stable values for all VOI, with the exception of somato-

sensory cortex, where 170-minute scans are required

(Table 4).

Figure 2. BPND values obtained from the simulation study. The
modified simplified reference tissue model was applied with a fixed sR

at 0.20. True sT values are plotted on the horizontal axis. Gray and
black lines represent the BPND values for various levels of true sR

values. Percentages indicate the error in BPND estimation induced by
the difference between the true sR value (indicated on the right side)
and the fixed one (that is a priori set to 0.2).

Figure 3. The sT values obtained from the simulation study. The
modified simplified reference tissue model (SRTMc) was applied with
a fixed sR at 0.20. True sT values are plotted on the horizontal axis.
Gray and black lines represent the sT values for various levels of true sR

values. The dashed line marks the equality of the fitted sT value with
the true one when the true sR parameter is fixed for the application of
SRTMc.

Figure 4. Example of simplified reference tissue model (SRTM) and
modified simplified reference tissue model (SRTMc) fits for the
caudate nucleus–putamen and midbrain of rat 1.
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Discussion

Recent advances in the field of small-animal nuclear

neuroimaging have rendered PET a powerful tool of

translational neuropsychiatric research. Indeed, [18F]

fallypride is a radiotracer widely used in human and small-

animal imaging studies of the dopaminergic system.1–6,21–25 It

is a substituted benzamide that binds to D2/3 receptors with an

affinity that permits quantitative analysis in striatal and

extrastriatal brain regions. Nevertheless, fallypride, as an 18F-

labeled molecule, is subject to defluorination, giving rise to

significant plasma concentrations of free 18F rapidly after

tracer injection that accumulates in the skull and glands

adjacent to the brain. As a result, partial volume effects

account for the perturbation of the radioactivity kinetic

pattern in brain structures by skull and gland activity due to
18F accumulation (spillover activity), particularly in the case of

Figure 5. Correlation (A) and Bland-Altman plot (B) of BPND values
estimated with the modified simplified reference tissue model (BPND-C)
on raw images and the simplified reference tissue model (BPND-FA) on
factor analysis (FA)-corrected images, calculated with values of the four
experiments, obtained from 32 regions of interest.

Figure 6. Correlation between R1 values estimated with the modified
simplified reference tissue model (R1-C) on raw images and the
simplified reference tissue model (BP1-FA) on factor analysis (FA)-
corrected images, calculated with values of the four experiments,
obtained from 32 regions of interest.

Figure 7. Correlation between sT values estimated with the modified
simplified reference tissue model (sT-c) on raw images and the values
that were calculated from the skull factor analysis images (sT-FA),
calculated with values of the four experiments, obtained from 32
regions of interest.
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small-animal PET because of the relatively small size of rat and

mouse brain structures and the finite spatial resolution of

small-animal PET scanners.5,7

Spillover activity contamination of rat brain structures

leads to important bias in BPND estimations.5 Using

an [18F]fluoride scan, we demonstrated the degree of

contamination of the brain structures. It concerns all brain

regions in various levels, depending on their proximity to

the skull. One of the structures that are most affected in

the rat brain is the cerebellum.5,22,26 Unbiased cerebellar

activity kinetic measurement is very important for the

application of the SRTM. It is considered deprived of D2/3

receptors; thus, it is used as a reference region for the

estimation of nondisplaceable activity. Consequently, any

perturbation of activity in the cerebellum biases the

binding potential estimation in all VOI. In this study, we

used 16 VOI bilaterally. For the majority of VOI, fitting

with the SRTM was impossible. In others, its application

resulted in very poor fits and aberrant binding potential

estimations. Here we introduce a modification to take into

account the relative contribution of skull and gland

activity in the VOI and cerebellum activity in the brain.

We followed the principle that contamination of brain

structures due to partial volume effects is a linear function

of the activity in the skull scaled by a factor s. We thus

incorporated two s parameters in the SRTM, one for each

VOI and another for the cerebellum. Appropriate delinea-

tion of a skull VOI, representative of skull and gland

activity, is the only prerequisite for the application of this

modified SRTM.

In this study, we exploited the possibilities that FA

provides in terms of decomposition of a PET signal to a

series of components with a distinct biological signifi-

cance.5 The multi-injection protocol that we employed

permits distinguishing the signal elements that correspond

to (1) specific binding, (2) free + nonspecific binding (ie,

the two elements that constitute the exploitable image for

kinetic parameter estimation), and (3) skull accumulation

of 18F. Using the images consisting of the first two

components (more precisely, the image frames corre-

sponding to the first injection of radiotracer), we extracted

TACs that were fitted with the SRTM. This provided a

Table 3. Regression Analysis Equation and Correlation

Coefficients of BPND Values Obtained with SRTMc Application in

Raw and SRTM in FA-Corrected Images in Each VOI

VOI C1{ C2 r{

Nucleus accumbens 0.892 20.166 .951**

Caudate nucleus–putamen 0.871 20.026 .929**

Cingulate cortex 1.006 20.386 .951**

Medial prefrontal cortex 1.000 20.158 .932**

Motor cortex 0.802 20.243 .909*

Orbitofrontal cortex 0.902 20.155 .963***

Somatosensory cortex 0.945 20.375 .919*

Visual cortex 1.662 20.064 .999***

Anterior-dorsal

hippocampus

1.911 20.738 .972***

Posterior hippocampus 1.591 20.418 .987***

Hypothalamus 1.159 20.177 .996***

Superior colliculus 2.155 20.597 .953***

Midbrain 2.046 20.590 .935**

Ventral tegmental area 1.877 20.546 .985***

Inferior colliculus 2.217 20.629 .836*

Thalamus 1.541 20.813 .989***

FA 5 factor analysis; SRTM 5 simplified reference tissue model; SRTMc 5

modified simplified reference tissue model; VOI 5 volume of interest.
{Parameters corresponding to the equation BPND-c 5 C1*BPND-FA + C2.
{Correlation coefficients.

*p , .01; **p , .001; ***p , .0001.

Figure 8. Parametric image of BPND obtained with the application of
the modified simplified reference tissue model in rat 1.

Table 4. Minimal Scan Duration Required for Stable Outcome

Measures of BPND with SRTMc

VOI Minimal Scan Duration (min)

Nucleus accumbens 160

Caudate nucleus–putamen 160

Cingulate cortex 160

Medial prefrontal cortex 160

Motor cortex 150

Orbitofrontal cortex 160

Somatosensory cortex 170

Visual cortex 120

Anterior-dorsal hippocampus 150

Posterior hippocampus 150

Hypothalamus 160

Superior colliculus 120

Midbrain 120

Ventral tegmental area 140

Inferior colliculus 120

Thalamus 150

SRTMc 5 modified simplified reference tissue model; VOI 5 volume of

interest.
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relative means of comparison to evaluate the efficiency of

our model in estimating the model parameters (BPND, R1).

On the other hand, using the skull activity image, we

extracted the correction factors (s) for each VOI. This was

particularly helpful for the application of the SRTMc as

(1) it provided the possibility of knowing the sR value in

advance and (2) it provided another means of comparison

for the validation of our model regarding sT values.

This modified SRTM requires fitting sT and sR along

with the three parameters of the SRTM.8 However, due to

the high intercorrelation between these two parameters

and R1, we further simplified the model by fixing the sR

value to a mean value across the experimental subjects

obtained above using FA-generated images (discussed in

Parameter Estimation from FA). Reducing the number of

model parameters to be fitted from five to four permitted

their identification, regardless of the initial model para-

meters, as confirmed with the use of random fits in all

VOI.

The SRTMc is proposed as a method for binding

parameter estimation without the impediment of skull and

gland activity. It can be used independently of FA and is

only used here as a means of evaluating the model and

estimating an sR value from each rat. The SR values

obtained above present a relatively small variability, and

fixing their mean value should not induce any considerable

bias to BPND estimation. To assess this hypothesis, we

performed a simulation study using FA-derived TACs

(from the specific and free + nonspecific factor images) in

which we simulated various levels of contamination.

Fixing an sR value can, indeed, induce an error in

parameter estimation. It is proportional to the deviation

of the fixed from the ‘‘true’’ sR value and independent of

the ‘‘true’’ sT value; that is, it is of the same magnitude for

all VOI. So, according to the simulation study and taking

into account the low variability of sR values across rats

with similar anatomic characteristics, the error in BPND

estimation should not exceed 3%. That is the error that

arises from the SRTMc application with a fixed sR of

0.2, whereas the ‘‘true’’ value is different, positively or

negatively, by 0.05. The use of this mean value (0.214) for

rat studies could, subsequently, be generalized in the

application of the SRTMc in rat [18F]fallypride studies

provided that the radiotracer defluorination kinetics

present little variability across subjects, rats’ anatomic

characteristics do not vary considerably (eg, as a result of

differences in their age and weight), and, naturally, VOI

and reference region delineation is identical. Alternatively,

an sR value could be estimated individually in the

following way: initially, the SRTMc is applied in one of

the VOI with the lowest sT fraction, for example, in the

superior colliculus. Fixing sT at zero and fitting sR should

give a value that approximates the ‘‘true’’ sR value. Indeed,

to test this hypothesis, we performed a preliminary fit of

the SRTMc in the superior colliculus and we estimated a sR

value for each rat. The average value across the four rats

was 0.19 (versus 0.21 from Parameter Estimation from

FA). They did not differ significantly (by means of a

paired-samples t-test) from the average sR value that we

used in our estimations (data not shown). However, all

binding parameter estimations in this study were

performed by fixing the sR value at 0.214 as described

above and in Parameter Estimation from FA.

Employing the SRTMc resulted in very good fits that

were found to be significantly better than the fits of the

SRTM in FA-corrected data. It provided BPND and R1

estimations that were in agreement with those obtained

from FA-corrected images. The sT parameters that were

extracted using the skull activity component images from

FA correlated with the respective values obtained from the

SRTMc. Finally, the SRTMc application in the voxel level

resulted in values that closely correspond to these obtained

from VOI analysis. Parametric images contain some

extracerebral voxels in their foremost part where non-

negligible BPND values are attributed. This is the result of

activity other than [18F]fluoride accumulation on lacrimal

glands and/or surrounding soft tissue as it is also present

(at a very low level) in FA-corrected images (see Figure

1C). It is thus important to note that the SRTMc (as well

as FA) corrects biases only due to [18F]fluoride accumula-

tion activity. Radiotracer (even those that do not present

defluorination) accumulation in lacrimal glands is indeed

a phenomenon to take into account when performing

small-animal imaging,26,27 although of less importance

when scanners with better spatial resolution are employed

due to the relatively long distance of these glands from the

brain. Moreover, it does not degrade the quality of kinetic

parameter estimation with the SRTMc, as demonstrated by

our results. Skull [18F]fluoride activity accumulation is

observed in a closer proximity to the brain and represents

by far a more important degrading factor in this kind of

study. For this reason, the skull VOI is delineated on

images of late frames of acquisition where activity due to

[18F]fluoride accumulation predominates.

Examination of BPND values obtained with the SRTMc

in the present study reveals an apparent discrepancy with

the results of other rat [18F]fallypride studies in the

literature.22,26–28 Differences in the pattern of reference

region and VOI delineation are the cause of this

discrepancy. Indeed, in the majority of studies in the
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literature, spherical or ellipsoid VOI are placed on the

central parts of the anatomic structures under study.

Especially in the context of a rat [18F]fallypride study,

careful delineation of VOI as far from the skull as possible

is essential for the feasibility of kinetic parameter

extraction. On the other hand, the definition of brain

regions in the Schiffer atlas15 that we employed in this

study closely corresponds to the anatomy of brain regions

and thus includes voxels close to the skull that are

considerably more affected by spillover contamination

than the central ones.

Similarly, a modification of the one–tissue compart-

ment model in an effort to correct the spillover activity

contamination was described in a baboon study with

[18F]FC, a metabolite of [18F]FCWAY.13 A skull VOI

comprising pixels with an activity superior to the 95% of

the maximum radioactivity value in the skull was

delineated. Subsequently, the skull TAC was fitted in a

two–tissue compartment model of irreversible uptake

using plasma [18F] concentration as input function and

the spillover term was added in the [18F]FC model

equation, adding one more parameter, s, to be fitted in

every VOI. Inclusion of pixels with the highest 5% of

radioactivity concentration in the skull VOI was proved to

be able to give reliable estimations. Diminishing this 5%

‘‘inclusion criterion’’ provoked a bias in distribution

volume estimations. For this reason, we followed the same

principle for skull VOI delineation. On the contrary, as the

objective of our study was to use a reference tissue model,

we did not measure an input function, whereas we directly

used the skull TAC in the SRTMc. The skull TACs of our

four rats differ from those extracted from the [18F]fluoride

image in the activity pattern that corresponds to the first

frames of acquisition. We see a moderately high and rapid

increase in the radioactivity concentration, followed by a

rapid decrease and, finally, by the slow and constant

increase that is due to the 18F accumulation (see Figure 1E).

This early increase is probably related to spill-in effects, that

is, contamination of the activity pattern in the skull VOI due

to the rapid increase in radiotracer concentration in the

adjacent brain VOI. To evaluate if this effect could have an

effect on binding parameter estimations, we used the FA-

derived image that corresponds to the skull activity

component: the skull TACs that we extracted from this

image for each rat presented this phenomenon to a much

lesser degree. Employing these skull TACs in the SRTMc

application, instead of those from the raw images, resulted

in virtually unchanged parameters (data not shown),

indicating that the spill-in effects on the skull TACs do

not affect binding potential estimations. Furthermore,

another approach for the correction of spillover contam-

ination from skull activity was recently proposed for

another D2/3 receptor radiotracer, [18F]DMFP.29 Using a

bolus injection plus constant infusion (4-hour) protocol,

Mille and colleagues estimated BPND at the voxel level at

equilibrium using the ratio of activity in target voxels to

the activity in the cerebellum (VOI).29 Activity in the

cerebellum was corrected for spillover activity from nearby

skull with a scaling factor whose median value was found to

be 0.009, whereas no correction for target regions was

considered. Nevertheless, correction for target regions is

necessary in the case of the SRTMc described in the present

study for all but a few VOI, which are naturally much less

affected from skull activity contamination due to their

position (eg, the superior colliculus). The difference in the

scaling parameter value for the cerebellum between this

study and ours, as well as the need for introduction of a

correction parameter for each VOI in the SRTMc, might

possibly lie in the employment of different radiotracers and

in the pattern of VOI delineation in the two studies.

The SRTMc that we propose here could be employed as

an alternative to other approaches for PVC related to skull

activity. PVC is an established and widely used method

employed successfully in the case of spillover activity from

adjacent cerebral structures. A prerequisite for its applica-

tion is a precise tissue segmentation using MRI data that,

in the case of skull and gland spillover activity affects

correction, would need a meticulous definition of these

regions.5,7,30,31 On the other hand, FA correction for skull

and gland activity, which we described in a previous article,5

is a powerful tool when applied on images with a multi-

injection protocol (which was particularly valuable for the

present study). In the case of single-injection studies, it can

be used for data denoising,32 but distinguishing different

biologically meaningful components cannot be very effi-

cient: the principle of the FA is the distinction of a finite

number of dynamic image components based on the

temporal pattern of kinetics. A multi-injection protocol

with a second injection of a low specific activity tracer dose

and a third injection of cold compound only permits

distinguishing the biologically distinct components of the

signal: the skull accumulation, that is, the component that is

constantly augmenting and is not displaceable; the free and

nonspecific binding, that is, the component that is

nondisplaceable but not augmenting either; and the one

corresponding specific binding, that is, the displaceable

component. Indeed, using this protocol, differences in the

kinetic patterns of these components are readily distin-

guishable. A single-injection scan lacks this information

as all three components do not present considerable
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differences in their kinetic patterns. The SRTMc application

is associated with the advantage that a relatively simple 160-

minute scan protocol of a single-[18F]fallypride injection is

sufficient to permit BPND estimations with the SRTMc.

Interestingly, another approach to diminish the effect of

skull activity on binding potential estimations using the

SRTM could be the employment of another reference

region.33 However, partial volume effect due to tracer

defluorination is not the only factor contributing to brain

activity contamination. Other factors and, notably, scattered

photons may equally have a considerable impact, particu-

larly in the cerebellum.34

Conclusion

We propose a modified version of the SRTM that takes

into account spillover activity contamination due to tracer

defluorination and subsequent 18F accumulation in the skull

and glands. The modification consists of the introduction of

scaling factors that indicate the relative contribution of skull

activity (as delineated by a skull VOI) to all brain regions.

This model permits binding potential estimation from

single-injection studies, is simple to employ in the VOI or

voxel level, and is applicable, after thorough evaluation

using similar-design studies, to human studies with

fluorinated radiotracers where 18F skull accumulation

compromises binding parameter estimation.
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